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July Market Commentary
“Investors have
been able to move
well ahead of the
real economy to
price in an
expected sharp
recovery in
corporate profits”

U.S. data suggested that activity improved towards the end of the
quarter, as May's strong global growth momentum carried over into
June. Overall retail sales jumped 7.5% in June, and manufacturing
gains, although less sizeable, were robust. However, preliminary
readings for economic activity in July pointed to a moderation in the
speed of recovery.
In the euro area, momentum seems to be maintaining a stronger
pace. The European Council struck an agreement on a 750 billion
Euro post-pandemic recovery fund. This is a game-changer, which in
our view, signals meaningful progress toward a Euro-area fiscal union.
July was a fairly quiet month for developed market central banks. The
U.S. Federal Reserve, European Central Bank and Bank of Japan all
held policy rates unchanged, pointing to the economic burden of the
coronavirus and committing to using their full suite of monetary policy
tools to support their economies.
Investors have been able to move well ahead of the real economy to
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price in an expected sharp recovery in corporate profits, leading to
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S&P/TSX Composite and Eurostoxx 50
returning, 5.5%, 5.8% and 2.9%, respectively.

In equity markets, better economic activity data
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All investment involves risk. It is important you understand that past performance is not a guarantee of future
performance. The value of investments and any income derived from them may go down as well as up and you
might not get back the full amount you invested.
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Data source FE Analytics 31/07/2020. Indices used: Global Bonds: Boomberg Barclays Global Aggregate, UK Equities: FTSE All Share, US Equities
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